
SUMMARY

How2Recycle announces updated criteria for
assessing end markets to determine whether a
package is recyclable

A package cannot be considered recyclable if it does not have an end market. End markets

are only one element of the definition of recyclability. For more information on how

How2Recycle is designed to comply with Federal Trade Commission and Competition

Bureau Canada criteria for environmental marketing claims, visit our Guide to

Recyclability.

This new rule seeks to bring more meaning and precision to this concept of end markets
in a way that (a) increases the accuracy of recyclability claims and (b) also provides
feedback to the packaging industry to drive improvements in the recycling system.

To understand why end markets have historically been difficult to measure, the detail of

the new rule and why it was designed this way, please visit the full article here.

http://how2recycle.info/guide
http://how2recycle.info/guide
https://how2recycle.info/news/2021/how2recycle-announces-updated-criteria-for-assessing-end-markets-to-determine-whether-a-package-is-recyclable


How2Recycle’s updated criteria for end markets

How2Recycle has created three potential end market categories for assessing the end

market of a specific package. A package will be characterized as fitting one of the following

three categories:

● Strong end markets

● Moderate strength end markets

● None or negligible end markets

And then based on which end market category applies to a specific package, that package

will be eligible for certain recyclability designations:

● Widely Recyclable items must have strong end markets.

● Check Locally items must have at least moderate strength end markets.

● Items that have none or negligible end markets must be deemed Not Yet
Recyclable.

In other words, only packages with strong end markets can receive unqualified (Widely

Recyclable, Store Drop-Off) recyclability claims.

Widely Recyclable Check Locally Not Yet Recyclable

At best, end

markets may

be

Strong end markets Strong end markets Moderate strength end

markets

On average,

end markets

may be

Strong end markets Moderate strength

end markets

None or negligible end

markets

At worst, end

markets may

be

Strong end markets Moderate strength

end markets

None or negligible end

markets

End markets

cannot be

Moderate strength end

markets

None or negligible

end markets

None or negligible end

markets

How the end market categories are defined



Each definition of end markets focuses on several key elements:

● Demand. Whether the recycling industry has signaled meaningful demand for the

material; and

● Scale. Whether the material is getting recycled at meaningful volumes; and

● Value. Whether the material carries meaningful value; and

● Time. Whether value for the material has been sustained over a reasonable time

period.

In order to meet the standard for having an end market, a package must possess all these

characteristics: demand at scale and value across a period of time. In short, positive end

markets consist of:

Taking that basic formula into consideration, How2Recycle has developed the following 3

strengths of end market categories based on the nature of the demand, scale, and value of

a material across time.

● Strong end markets
■ Package is explicitly accepted in an existing bale specification, and

■ that bale is bought by recyclers for recycling at scale,

■ for positive value,

■ for a reasonable amount of time.

● Moderate strength end markets
■ Package is explicitly or implicitly accepted in an existing bale specification,

and

■ that bale is bought by recyclers for recycling at some scale,

■ for positive value,

■ for a reasonable amount of time.

● None or negligible end markets
■ Package is unclear or unknown if accepted, or is implicitly prohibited or

explicitly prohibited in an existing bale specification, or

■ package is explicitly or implicitly accepted in an existing bale specification

but

● that bale is not bought and sold at some scale, or



● bale is bought and sold for negative value for a reasonable amount

of time without the material otherwise being intentionally and

adequately managed by MRFs and/or governmental entities as a

part of the overall material mix.

For further definitions of some of these concepts, visit the full rule here.

Strong end markets Moderate strength

end markets

None or negligible end

markets

Acceptance in bale

specifications

Explicitly accepted Explicitly or implicitly

accepted

Unclear or unknown if

accepted, OR implicitly

prohibited or explicitly

prohibited, OR accepted but...

Scale of

transactions

At scale At some scale Not at some scale

Value Positive Positive Negative

Time (value is) across a reasonable amount of time

^ Must check all boxes ^ Must check all boxes ^ If at least one box is

checked

IMPORTANT: In addition to these end markets categories: if materials are being
collected for recycling but are sent to landfill, incineration, or waste to energy to any

appreciable degree, those items are not eligible for unqualified (Widely Recyclable or

Store Drop-Off) recyclability claims. If this is happening to an extensive degree, an item is

not eligible for any recyclability claim at all (will receive the Not Yet Recyclable label).

For the full text of this rule along with supporting explanations and guiding interpretation
principles, please read here.

How2Recycle strives for continuous improvement and learning. Any interested parties are
encouraged to provide written feedback on this rule and how it can continue to evolve into the

future to how2recycle@greenblue.org.
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